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Roots of Two Transcendental Equations as

Functions of a Continuous Real Parameter

By Robert L. Pexton and Arno D. Steiger

Abstract.   The roots, A. and r?, of the transcendental equations /¿(a X) y^ X) = j¡(,\)y¡(aX)

and

,x'iWx=anixyfixK'x=n = Í-*>,(*)1 W*^1*^'?'

where I = 1,2,... are considered as functions of the continuous real parameter a. The

symbols j¡ and y¡ denote the spherical Bessel functions of the first and second kind. The

two transcendental equations are invariant under the transformations X -*• — X and rj -»

— T), respectively. Therefore, only positive roots are discussed. All the X-roots increase

monotonically as a increases in the open interval (0, 1). For each order I, the smallest

T)-root decreases monotonically as ct increases in (0, 1), tending towards \fl(l + 1) as o

approaches unity. For a G (0, 1), all the other rç-roots have a minimum value equal to

s/l(l + D/a.

In [1] roots of the transcendental equations,

(O Jlioc\)yliX) = j,i\)yliaX)

and

(2) [*/,(*)] ;=^[xy,(x)]x=7i = [^'/WlUn^ri^lUar,'

where /, and y¡ denote spherical Bessel functions of the first and second kind, are pre-

sented.   Here we discuss the dependence of the roots Xln of Eq. (1) and r¡ln of Eq. (2)

on the continuous real parameter a  whose domain is the open interval (0, 1) =

{a: 0 < a < 1}.   The subscript n = 1,2,... orders the roots such that X;„+1 > \¡n

and7jln+1 >v,n-  Since

j,izemn = em/7r7;(z),      )',izemn = (-l)raem^;(z)

(/, m = 0, 1, 2, ...) [2, p. 439,10.1.34, 10.1.35], it follows that Eqs. (1) and (2)

are invariant under the transformations  X —► -X and  r? —► -17, respectively.
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Therefore, only positive roots need be considered.

(3a) If Eq. (1) is written as F(a, X) = 0,

where

(3b> Ha, X) = ffit\)y¿\) - j¿i\)y,i<xX),

then

d\ __    dF/da

W da       9F/9X'

where

(5a) f = M/ViWA) - hO^t-i^W
da

and

dF
(5b)    ^ = a [//-i ("%;(X) - 1'iWyi-!(aX)] - [//-i(X>;(aX) - jja\)yH1 (X)].

The expressions (5a) and (5b) for the partial derivatives 9F/9a and 9F/9X have been ob-

tained by means of the formula [2, p. 439,10.1.21]

<6> L71fi(z) + ífi(z)=fi-i(z)'     f,(z)

and by utilizing Eqs. (3).   By virtue of the relation [2, p. 439, 10.1.31]

and Eqs. (3) one obtains from Eqs. (4) and (5)

(8a) ^-*—
da        1 - arfia, X)

where

(8b) r,ia, X) = /¿aX%X) = yjia\)/y¿\).

For 0 < a < 1 expression (5b) is finite and, if Eqs. (3) hold, expression (5a) cannot

vanish.  Therefore,

dX
(9) — * 0    for 0 < a < 1,

da

which means that X is a monotonie function of a.  This implies that if, for given val-

ues of / and n,

(10) hrS-^> hn(ai)    and    a2>al>
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where ax G (0, 1) and a2 G (0, l),then X/n(a) is a monotonically increasing function

for 0 < a < 1.  In particular, the roots \¡n given in [1]  for / = 1(1)15 and « =

1(1)30 satisfy condition (10).

From Eq. (5a) it follows that \ima_>xdF/da =£ 0, and from Eq. (5b) that

UmC(^.19F/9X = 0.  Therefore, Eq. (4) entails that

(11) Urn ^ = ±oo.
a->i da

Condition (10) excludes the minus sign in Eq. (11).

If Eq. (2) is written as

(12a) Gia, tj) = 0,

where

(12b) G(a> f) = S/i«1?)^) " S/fa)'/(<w.)>

(12c) stix)=xjl_xix)-ljlix),      t,ix)=xyl_xix)-ly,ix),

then

(13)

where

dy _    dG/da

da       9G/9n'

(14a) t- = - W + 1) - i«n)2] [/,(<"?)',(") - y,iccv)s,iv)]
da     a

and

(14b)

g= - [IQ + 1) - iar,)2] Vtan)tfa)-yffxnysfa)]
or)    v

-- [/(/ + 1) - r?2] [jjiv^iotn) -yjiusjw)] ■

The expression (12b) has been derived from Eq. (2) by means of Eq. (6), and the ex-

pressions (14a) and (14b) for the partial derivatives 9c7/9c< and 9G/9r? have been ob-

tained by means of the formula [2, p. 439, 10.1.22]

l-fi(z)-Jzf,(z) = fi+i(z),      f,(z) =
y,iz)-

By virtue of Eqs. (7) and (12) the expressions (14a) and (14b) can be rewritten as

(15a) ~ = -f- [/(/ + 0 - imi)2]prl(«, n),
da     a2v

(15b)     ~ = —, W + !) - (*»?)2]Pf !(Q> ri) - -7 [/(/ + O - n2]Plia, tj),
01?     arf r¡2

where
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s fari)     t¡(ar¡)
(15c) Pfa, tj) = —— = ——.

sfn)       tjiv)

By substituting (15a) and (15b) in Eq. (13), one obtains

dq Tj/a
(16a)

da       1 - aa,ia, tj)p2(cy, tj)

where

(16b) o fa, r?) = [/(/ + 1) - r,2] /[/(/ + 1) - («Tj)2].

The expression (16a) for the total derivative is analogous to the expression (8a).   The

definitions (12c) and the relations (15c) imply that pfa, rj) and px~xia, tj) are both

nonzero.   Since tj # 0, it follows from Eq. (13) and Eqs. (15a) and (15b) that

(17) ^ = 0,    0<a<l,
da

if and only if

(18) orr? = V/(/+ 0-

From Eqs. (17) and (18) it is obvious that tj is not a monotonie function of a, unless

(19) Urn tj = y/lQ + 1),
a->l

in which case one finds by means of l'Hospital's rule that

dr\
(20) Urn  -f = -V/(/ + 1).

a-M da

The roots which satisfy Eq. (19) are, therefore, monotonically decreasing functions of

a.   All other roots have an extremum in the open interval (0, 1), in accordance with

Eq. (17), and satisfy

dri
(21) Urn -j- = ±°°,

a->i da

since

and

oG
lim — ± 0,    if lim tj # y/lQ + 1),

a-M   9a a-^i

,      9Ghm —- = 0.
ci^-i 9tj

The minima of the Tj-roots, together with the corresponding values of the param-

eter a, are presented for / = 1(1)15 and « = 1(1)30 in the microfiche supplement. In

the graphs, the solid curves represent rj-roots as functions of a for / = 1,5, 10, 15 and

for n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10.   The dashed curves connect the minima, tj, of these roots.
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